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Abstract

As the molecular biology has made a rapid progress these years, there has been a great

number of changes required of the methodology for maintaining and utilizing DNA sequence

data. For example, annotation to sequences has become complex and extensive. DDBJ

which recognized the impending requirements decided to develop a new DNA sequence

database system in 1995. To tolerate with frequent changes of the data structures and

signi�cant increment of the data in terms of quality and quantity, we designed a completely

new database schema. In the new system, physical changes of the data structure do not

a�ect such applications as a tool for annotation. We also designed a new annotation tool

with object oriented concept that allows us to handle DNA sequence data in computers as

intuitively as in the real world. The annotation tool is named as YAMATO II. We also

take care of needs from DDBJ itself in the new system. Data tra�cs and security in the

database access are especially analyzed and reviewers of data for DDBJ who are distant

from DDBJ are now able to process the data safely and comfortably in the new system.

The new system also realized more robust and e�ective data exchange with partners in the

international nucleotide sequence banks, EMBL and GenBank.



1 Introduction

DDBJ (DNA Data Bank of Japan) organizes an international nucleotide sequence data bank

with EBI (European Bioinformatics Institute) and NCBI (National Center for Biotechnol-

ogy Information) and they cooperate in developing the international DNA sequence database

DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank [1].

DDBJ itself accumulates data directly from scientists and disseminates the international

database. The bank used to utilize a relational database management system as database

engine and Annotator's Work Bench (AWB) [2] to annotate sequence data. This conventional

system was developed by Los Alamos National Laboratory in U.S. more than 5 years ago.

Meantime, data items [3] included in the database have frequently changed due to the rapid

development of molecular biology and the wide spread of sequencing technology, and it has

been almost impossible for us to tolerate with the changes by the conventional system.

In order to catch up with the change induced by the science and technology, we were urged to

promptly develop our own new DNA database system which we could enhance it by ourselves.

In addition, users expect us to introduce the state-of-the-art technology for data processing

such as the internet and World Wide Web (WWW). Therefore we de�ned a new schema,

prepared object oriented libraries for the programming, created an annotation system for DDBJ

sta�s, and developed a new data submission system by use of WWW [4].

In this paper, the annotation system, which guarantees the credibility of the DDBJ database,

is described in details after a short summary of the new schema.

2 System and Methods

We used Sun SPARC server 2000/E with Solaris 2.4, 1GB memory, 603GB hard disk, and

SYBASE SQL server 10 for the database engine.

The database accessing library was written in C++ language with the size of 17.5k lines.

In order to access the database server through the SYBASE-DB-client library, the database

accessing library can be compiled and executed on both Apple Macintosh and Sun SPARC

server by using SYBASE-DB-client library for each platform.

YAMATO II, the database annotation tool, is a program which runs on Apple Macintosh.

It was written in C++ language and the size was 64.5k lines. It is connected to the database

server with TCP/IP protocol and uses the previously described database accessing library for

database access. The user interface was developed by using Neuron Data Open Interface which

is a platform independent graphical user interface (PIGUI).

3 Design and Implementation

3.1 Overview

The skeleton of the new database system is presented in Fig.1. DNA Data are submitted with

mainly two di�erent ways: a) with electronic mail or oppy disk and b) with the SAKURA

through WWW. And Yamato II, the database annotation tool running on Macintosh, is used to

input data into SYBASE database server on the UNIX machine and to modify the data in the



database. The data which is stored in the database can be converted into the text �le format

for data distribution. That is used for disseminating data on-line at DDBJ and for exchanging

data o�-line with satellite sites of DDBJ and other data banks.

3.2 Schema

The new system schema was designed with these factors in mind which are:

1. Consistency

2. E�ciency

3. Su�ciency

4. Expandability

5. Interoperability

We adopted an object orient design to model the real world objects as naturally as possible

since the structure that is developed from this strategy is much easier to manipulate and

maintain.

The design of the new database schema basically follows the \ANSI/SPARC three level

schema architecture" [5]. It classi�es the abstract levels of database schema into three levels.

First of all, \Conceptual schema" directly models real world objects or phenomena onto the

surrogates. Second, \Internal schema" describes an implementation of the physical structure

on the database details. And \External schema" is used for each user's or application's view of

data. Although an interpretation of this concept varies from person to person, the classi�cation

of layers in the design makes it possible for us to focus on the characteristic problems of each

layer, and insures independency of a layer from the underlying structure.

Fig.2 shows an overview of the new DDBJ schema methodology. In summary, the conceptual

schema was designed �rst by using an object-oriented functional model (AIS) [6] with visual

diagrams and it was implemented on a commercial RDB (relational database) system. Here the

term \relational" is de�ned as internal or physical modeling because we de�ne the functional

model as being located and implemented by the relational model. All physical information

is represented in the relational layer. For the user/application interface, another modeling

was adopted for external schema to manipulate data via a tree structure. To support these

operations, an object oriented database access library was created by using C++ language.

This interface enables access to abstract objects by way of tree/set operation, that features

\set at a time" basis with the hierarchical description.

More detailed information about this section will be reported elsewhere. (We are now

preparing the report to publish[7]).

3.3 Yamato II

During the development of Yamato II, we adhered to the following design policies:



a) using a graphical user interface (GUI) on Macintosh GUI is easier for users to un-

derstand and operate than non-graphical one. And the most terminals in DDBJ are Macintosh.

Almost all software for running on Macintoshes is designed with GUI.

b) layered structure We separated the structure of the Yamato II into three di�erent layers

(Fig. 3) which are consisted of the commercial database client layer, the database accessing

layer and the application layer. Consequently the layered structure makes Yamato II easier to

modify and increases the portability.

c) platform independent To give our Yamato II a good inter-platform portability, we de-

cided to use a PIGUI product. With the product, the user interface of Yamato II is independent

of platforms (Macintosh, Microsoft Windows series, OS/2 and UNIX (X windows)). And we

developed other parts of the application layer and the database accessing layer with ANSI C++

language because of the same reason. In the case of commercial database client layer, a product

which runs on many platforms (Macintosh, Windows NT, UNIX, etc.) was chosen. As a result,

Yamato II expected to be executable on various platforms by only recompiling with appropriate

commercial libraries on the platform.

4 Discussion

Here we discuss the features and the new database system by comparing with the traditional

system.

4.1 Easy-to-modify

First of all, the new system is designed to be exible enough to accept any modi�cations

occurred in the future. Since the conventional system was given from the outside of DDBJ, the

modi�cation was almost impossible. We had experienced so many problems which were caused

by the di�culty of the modi�cation. Therefore, we were more concerned about maintaining

better availability of modi�cation through exercising the system design. (i.e. more simple

schema of the database, strongly moduled and layered the software structure.)

4.2 Easy-to-operate

The Yamato II is a part of the user interface of the new database system for annotators and

reviewers in DDBJ. Yamato II runs on Macintosh and is equipped with a natural graphical user

interface. The application software named AWB running on UNIX in the conventional system

corresponds to Yamato II in the new system. AWB was designed to be available on character-

based terminals. The screen is written with ASCII characters and the input is only feasible

from keyboard. Thus, the operators were required to acquire the skills in manipulating AWB.

In contrast, Yamato II requires signi�cantly less trainings for the operation. It was designed

that almost all operations are done with choosing items from the menus which are prepared

for each data item on the screen (Fig.4). As a result, it contributes not only to shorten the

operation period but also to decrease the operational mistakes.



4.3 Quick Preparation of Database Releases

DDBJ issues releases of the whole DNA database four times a year for o�-line dissemination.

With the conventional system, it took us about a week to convert the data stored in the database

into a format for the release. The format is called `at �le format'.

With the new system, the `at �le format' is stored in the database and updated on the

y. For example, when the data is modi�ed, all other data related with the modi�ed ones are

agged as `need updating' to prevent to be read without corrections. The update process goes

to the background in idle time to be ready for the service. Currently we just read the `at �le'

on demand. It now takes a few hours to prepare the release.

4.4 Data Con�rmation and Error Checking

Yamato II has an window on which `at �le format' is displayed and the window can be opened

while an window for review is opened (Fig. 5). When you are converting data into `at �le

format', Yamato II checks insu�cient data and inconsistency and lists the warnings on the `at

�le' window. Therefore, the operator can con�rm the data modi�cation in the `at �le format'

upon his or her convenience as well as seeing the errors associated with the modi�ed data at

the same time. Consequently it decreases the errors in the data construction and keeps the

quality of DDBJ's database high.

4.5 Auto-decision for Speci�c Data

Yamato II chooses a candidate and constructs data automatically for the speci�c items of data.

For example, it constructs peptide sequence data when CDS (Coding sequence) exists in the

DNA sequence, and it chooses a table of genetic code which is rendered to translate DNA

sequence into peptide sequence. This kind of automatic decision by the system is remarkably

e�ective to save the man power for annotation. It also contributes to purge the inconsistency

and to standardize each data into database.

4.6 Connecting Server with Client

Yamato II is a client software which connects with a server through TCP/IP protocol. By using

the methods like PPP, it can be used from a remote site even with a telephone line.

Since the database client library which is included in Yamato II manages direct connection

with a server, an operator of YAMATO II need not be quali�ed as a user of the server machine,

but the accessibility only to the database is enough for his or her task. This fact is good for

the security reason associated with the server machine which includes other resources.

At DDBJ, the main database server now runs on Sun SPARC server 2000/E. However,

since our database engine SYBASE frequently releases many di�erent database server products

on various hardware, various choice of hardware is available as the database server machine.

For example, a personal computer with Microsoft Windows NT operating system could be

a database server machine for a small scaled database. In fact, our test bed for the database

system development is a Windows NTmachine. Besides this, Yamato II is platform independent

(on Macintosh, Microsoft Windows series, OS/2 and UNIX). Therefore we will be able to switch

to the most e�cient combination of server / client machines anytime.



5 Conclusion

We had de�ned the new database schema and implemented the new DNA sequence database

system which replaced the old one in January 1996. Because of this, we could realize a high

productivity in the implementation and quickly start a fairly stable operation. The advantages

mentioned in the previous section are actually proved in daily use.

As you might know, DDBJ daily exchanges data for the update of the database with EBI

and NCBI [8]. Each of them identi�es the requirement to the speci�cations of the database

from scienti�c communities and they keep discussing about the relevant upgrade. Thanks to

the new system, we now be able to modify the database system in a relatively and reasonably

short period when the policy of the three banks are changed.

However, we already have had some plans for the improvement of the new system. The

major ones are: a) to share the taxonomy database with EMBL/GenBank, b) to rewrite the

programs with Java, c) to share some program modules with the SAKURA, the new data

submission system on WWW, and d) to distribute the database system to the external satellite

sites of DDBJ.
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